In this letter, we introduce the concept and experimentally demonstrate an ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard in principle. The ultralong Faraday laser is based on the Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filter (FADOF) with ultra-narrow bandwidth and the ultralong fiber extended cavity of 800 m. The ultra-narrow FADOF is based on atomic transition line of isotope 87 Rb, which has an ultra-narrow bandwidth of 26.0 MHz and a transmission of 23.6% at 780 nm. Fibers of length 150 m and 800 m are used as ultralong fiber extended cavities, which provide optical feedback and give extremely small FSR of 0.667 MHz and 0.125 MHz, respectively. The mechanism of the proposed ultralong Faraday laser is to combine FADOF's ultranarrow bandwidth and ultralong cavity's small free spectral range to limit the lasing frequency within FADOF bandwidth covered by the semiconductor gain. The active lasing frequency of the ultralong Faraday laser is determined by the center frequency of FADOF transmission, which is corresponding to atomic transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of isotope 87 Rb. The Allan deviation of the fractional frequency of the ultralong Faraday laser output signal in 0. , which is known as Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filter (FADOF). Not long after FADOF was introduced, it was added in laser cavity for laser mode selection and frequency stabilization [4] . Based on that, FADOF was applied in semiconductor laser stabilization [5] [6] [7] and linewidth reduction [8] . Frequency stabilization with a combination of an electronic feedback from FM sideband spectroscopy and optical feedback has also been tested [9] . In 2011, an extended cavity diode laser system with FADOF as frequency-selecting element and anti-reflection laser diode (ARLD) as gain medium was reported [10] , in which the output frequency is immune to the fluctuations of diode injection current or temperature.
Michael Faraday discovered rotation of the polarization plane of light in magnetic field, known as Faraday effect, in the year of 1845 [1] . 110 years after this discovery, with the enhancement of Faraday effect on atomic transition lines in atomic vapour observed by D. Macaluso and O. Corbino [2] , Y.Öhman introduced and implemented an optical filter based on Faraday rotation of light in axial magnetic field [3] , which is known as Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filter (FADOF). Not long after FADOF was introduced, it was added in laser cavity for laser mode selection and frequency stabilization [4] . Based on that, FADOF was applied in semiconductor laser stabilization [5] [6] [7] and linewidth reduction [8] . Frequency stabilization with a combination of an electronic feedback from FM sideband spectroscopy and optical feedback has also been tested [9] . In 2011, an extended cavity diode laser system with FADOF as frequency-selecting element and anti-reflection laser diode (ARLD) as gain medium was reported [10] , in which the output frequency is immune to the fluctuations of diode injection current or temperature.
FADOFs with different peak transmission wavelengths [11] [12] have potential applications in a variety of fields, like submarine communications, laser radar remote sensing systems [13] , and hybrid continuousvariable/discrete-variable quantum optics [14] [15] . The bandwidth of FADOFs can work on atomic transition lines with high transmission and narrow linewidth, and can even approach a bandwidth to the natural linewidth, such as 3.9 MHz bandwidth FADOF based on nonlinear spectroscopy of cesium [16] . The ultra-narrow bandwidth FADOFs can be applied to all-optical laser frequency stabilization, the reported accuracy approached 1.7 MHz [17] .
In this letter, we are developing an ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard. The Faraday laser is a laser device that uses FADOF as frequency (longitudinal mode) selection element within laser cavity, its lasing frequency is predominantly determined by the FADOF transmission center. The ultralong Faraday laser works with the ultra-narrow FADOF and the ultralong cavity, the lasing frequency is determined by atomic transition line, this feature makes it an active optical frequency standard [18] [19] operating in goodcavity regime. With only all-optical feedback of extended cavity, the laser is "locked" in lasing configuration to atomic transition by using the ultra-narrow FADOF's transmission spectroscopy [16] as a frequency reference. Hence, the stable frequency output of the ultralong Faraday laser become an optical frequency standard, which is solely determined by the atomic transition.
We experimentally demonstrated the principle of the ultralong Faraday laser system, in which the frequency of ultra-narrow FADOF with Rb transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of isotope 87 Rb at 780 nm is used as quantum frequency reference. The ultralong fiber extended cavity is introduced, and the optical feedback is established by the coated high-reflection surface at the end of the fiber. The ultralong fiber cavity is used for mode selection via mode competition. Since the free spectral range (FSR) of the optical fiber cavity is given by c 2nL , an ultralong cavity length L could provide ultra small FSR. If the FSR of the ultralong cavity is rather smaller compared to the bandwidth of the ultra-narrow FADOF, due to mode competition, the lasing frequency would always be near the center of FADOF's transmis-sion peak, that is, the center frequency of atomic transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of 87 Rb in our system. After all-optical feedback based on the ultralong cavity is estabilished, the ultralong Faraday laser provides a stable lasing frequency output centered at atomic transition with the help of ultra-narrow FADOF and ultralong fiber extended cavity.
In the first step, we measure the performance of the ultra-narrow FADOF [16] with 87 Rb shown in the solid line box in Figure 1 . The external cavity diode laser (ECDL) is tuned to the wavelength of crossover transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of 87 Rb at 780 nm. The PBS splits the ECDL's output laser beam into two beams. The one with larger power is used as the pumping beam (purple beam in Figure 1 ) and the one with smaller power is used as the probing beam (red beam in Figure 1 ). Part of the pumping beam split by the beam splitter is used for saturated absorption spectrum (SAS), which is used as the frequency reference to calibrate the bandwidth of the ultra-narrow FADOF transmission signal. The permanent magnets H1 and H2 create an axial magnetic field of 11 G along the atomic vapor cell. The ultra-narrow FADOF is shown in the solid line box in Figure 1 . By adjusting cell temperature and axial magnetic field, we manage to maximize an ultranarrow bandwidth transmission peak of the FADOF at cell temperature of 68
• C and magnetic field of 11 G. From the photo detectors PD1 and PD2 in Figure 1 , we can observe the FADOF transmission signal and SAS signal simultaneously. The result of the ultra-narrow FADOF signal is shown in Figure 2 . We choose to operate the ultralong Faraday laser on the crossover transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3, which is indicated as co(2,3) in Figure 2 . All the parameters of the ultra-narrow FADOF measured here are obtained without fiber extended cavity or optical feedback. The fitted bandwidth of this transmission peak is 26.0 MHz calibrated by the SAS. In the second step, we utilize the ultralong fiber cavity as shown in Figure 1 , to set up the ultralong Faraday laser system. The ultralong fiber we fabricated for the system contains a coupler and a high-reflection surface at two ends, respectively. In this stage, the laser beam is coupled into the ultralong fiber by the coupler from one end, at the output end of the fiber, a highreflection surface with R = 87% is coated. The lengths of the ultralong fiber we used in the system are 150 m and 800 m, respectively. The high-reflection surface at the end of the fiber forms an ultralong fiber external cavity, which allows only resonating cavity modes exist. The light that carries the quantum transition information of the atoms in the ultra-narrow FADOF, whose frequency is selected and limited by the FADOF ultranarrow bandwidth, is coupled into the fiber and reflected as feedback. The FSR of the fiber extended cavity is very small compared with the bandwidth of the ultra-narrow FADOF, as shown in Figure 2 . Modes near the center of the ultra-narrow FADOF's bandwidth will compete (similar to general grating ECDL), resulting in only one lasing mode at the center.
As shown in Figure 2 , the small FSR with long fiber will force the lasing frequency to stay at the center of the crossover transition of 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of 87 Rb. Hence, we obtain a stable active lasing output on the atomic spectrum, which can also be treated as an optical frequency standard.
The stable laser output signal from PD1 in Figure 1 when using 150 m long fiber in different total measuring time is shown in Figure 3 . To measure the performance of the ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard, the intensity fluctuation is transformed into the frequency fluctuation in a simplified way. By assuming the transmission profile being Lorentzian: I (∆) = ( The Allan deviation of the realized ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard when using fiber of 150 m and 800 m is shown in Figure 4 . We can see that the fractional frequency stability can reach 10 −9 order around 0.1 s to 1 s measuring time for both 150 m and 800 m long fiber. The 800 m long fiber can give us a better short term stability since the laser SchawlowTownes linewidth decreases with cavity length. For the long-term stability, the free drift of 800 m fiber without length locking will contribute a limitation of 3.2 × 10 −10 with 1 FSR of 125 kHz. The Allan deviation for both lasers show a dropping in the last point. This is due to very limited locking time, which is only around 5 s for 800 m fiber, and 50-100 s for 150 m fiber. In future work, antivibration and fiber (temperature and length) control technique will be applied to decrease the noise (and drift) from cavity. The output frequency has a drift range of FSR, which is determined by cavity length. With the technique of the fast scan of cavity length at a modulation frequency of 1 kHz, i.e., averaging a number of cavity modes [17] , the averaged frequency will be at the center of FADOF bandwidth.
Compared with the concept of active Faraday optical clock proposed and demonstrated recently [19] , the ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard demonstrated here is a good-cavity laser, instead of a bad-cavity laser. Currently, the long term stability of the ultralong Faraday laser is limited by cavity noise. If we use ARLD, Ti:sapphire, or dye as gain medium and very narrow optical clock transitions of lattice trapped atoms [21] [22] [23] , letting the system operate in active optical clock configuration, the long-term stability can be improved.
Compared with the current cold atom optical lattice clocks based on atomic absorption laser spectroscopy [21] [22] [23] , the ultralong Faraday laser as an optical frequency standard is compact and simple for practical implementation and application, since no local supernarrow linewidth laser is needed.
When Faraday atomic filter is operating on conventional optical clock transitions of lattice trapped Ca, Sr atoms with much narrower bandwidth, the pumping beam is unnecessarily needed.
The Faraday rotation angle is dependent on optical depth. When ∆ω is near Since the optical depth of Sr atoms trapped in hollowcore photonic crystal fiber can reach 2.5 [24] , the 689 nm transition with 7.6 kHz linewidth can be used to realize ultra-narrow linewidth FADOF. Recently, optical depth of 60 was achieved by using cold, pencil-shaped cloud of 87 Rb atoms [25] . Moreover, it has been demonstrated that a single ion can cause phase shift of 1 radian [26] . Hence, the Faraday rotation angle can reach about π 2 under sufficient optical depth with cold ion and neutral atoms. On the other hand, fiber lasers of length 75 km [27] and 270 km [28] were reported. They can provide ultra small FSR of sub-kHz level. We believe that trapped ions, as well as neutral atoms, can also be applied to ultralong Faraday laser. Together with narrower bandwidth FADOF and longer length fiber at 100 km level, it is expected that ultralong Faraday laser as optical frequency standard can provide much better performance in the future.
In conclusion, we conceive the ultralong Faraday laser concept, and implement a proof-of-principle system with ultra-narrow FADOF and ultralong fiber cavity. This ultralong Faraday laser can be used as an optical frequency standard, which is an active optical clock [18] [19] in good-cavity regime. The active lasing frequency of the ultralong Faraday laser is always staying at the center frequency of ultra-narrow FADOF's transition frequency, that is, the crossover transition 5 2 S 1/2 , F = 2 → 5 2 P 3/2 , F = 2, 3 of 87 Rb. Moreover, the ultralong Faraday laser demonstrated in this letter marks a unique kind of optical frequency standard independent of local super-narrow linewidth laser [29] [30] [31] .
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